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Although COVID19 is having a terrible impact on the World’s population, the pandemic is accelerating 
open science and open access publishing.  For example, data freely available through open science is 
partially behind the rapid development of COVID19 vaccines. 
 
Open Therapeutics seeks to accelerate interdisciplinary open science in the free, secure, web-based, and 
mobile Therapoid (https://Therapoid.org) platform. 

 
Therapoid provides researchers, students, and citizen scientists with access to free intellectual 

properties (technologies), internal grant offerings, lab equipment, a simple preprint server, discussion forums, and 
very importantly, monetary awards for collaboratively promoting open science. 
 
Most research fields have an interdisciplinary impact on human, plant, animal, and planetary health. Therapoid seeks 
to enable positive scientific impact on health outcomes, particularly in economically developing regions such as 
Africa, Asia, and Latin America.  This open science platform is designed to be accessible regardless of ability, for the 
economically challenged, minorities, and women. Simply put, it is designed for everyone. 
 
Included among the significant benefits available are science mentorship and education. Also, Therapoid provides 
the public distribution of peer-reviewed information, which can help eliminate public misinformation. Many more 
features will roll out in the coming months...with input and voting from you and the scientific community. 
 
With a socially conscious approach, Open Therapeutics operates as a “B Corp” (Benefit Corporation). Acting as a B 
Corp, we operate to the highest ethical standard with a “positive impact on society, workers, the community and the 
environment” (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benefit_corporation). As the custodian of the largest scientific think-
tank, we recognize the magnitude of our responsibility. 
 
We have provided Therapoid users with tools to self-police inappropriate content. Our researchers adjudicate 
flagged content to remove such content and ban those users. This is all in accordance with a Terms of Service 
(TOS) users must agree to during registration. 
 
Just joining awards you with complimentary ScienceCoins cryptocurrency. As you collaborate, 
more ScienceCoins are awarded to you. For example, sharing a highly rated, but unfunded grant 
application results in you being awarded more ScienceCoins. Sharing methodologies, data, 
experimental designs, results, drafts, dissertations, and manuscripts also result in awards. 
 
ScienceCoins could be especially important for those who are economically stressed.  With ScienceCoins, members 
may be able to purchase subscriptions, consumables, and even offset travel to conferences. ScienceCoins, “The 
Currency of Knowledge”, can be thought of as the “Bitcoin of science”.  For the first time, researchers gain value 
for communicating via open science. So why should you join the free Therapoid platform? 
 
When you collaborate in the Therapoid open science environment you get seen and heard. As a result, you can be 
recruited for academic, governmental, and professional opportunities. Not only are you promoting the free 
exchange of information, but you provide recruiters the opportunity to find and see you.  In summary, you can help 
improve the health of the world’s population by promoting open science and gain awards for doing that. 
 

Therapoid invites you to JOIN and BE OPEN and BE SEEN! 
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